Abstract-Image quality metrics can be classified as generic or degradation specific. Degradation specific measures perform poorly under "mismatched" conditions. Generic measures, on the other hand, may compromise quality measurement accuracy while gaining robustness to variation in distortion conditions. To improve the accuracy-robustness tradeoff, we employ supportvector degradation classification and machine learning tools to judiciously combine generic and degradation specific measures. To test our algorithm, composite quality metrics are optimized for five different distortion classes. Experiment results show that the proposed algorithm achieves improved performance and robustness relative to two benchmark generic quality metrics.
I. INTRODUCTION The most reliable way to measure the quality of images is through the use of subjective quality assessment tests such as the commonly used mean opinion score (MOS) test. These tests, however, are expensive and time consuming, making them unsuitable for automatic quality measurement. Objective (machine-based) measurement methods have been the focus of more recent research. Machine-based measurement allows computer programs to automate image quality measurement in real time, thus playing a crucial role in modern image processing applications such as compression, steganalysis, and communication. Traditionally, error-based quality measures such as peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE) have been used. Such measures, however, have been shown to correlate poorly with subjective quality scores [1] . Current efforts have focused on devising features that incorporate characteristics of the human visual system.
When devising perceptually-relevant metrics for image quality measurement, one is faced with the option of devising a measure with a specific application in mind (e.g., [2] ) or devising a generic measure which is applicable to various different degradation conditions (e.g., [3] ). Degradation specific measures tend to perform poorly under conditions for which it was not optimized. Generic measures, on the other hand, may compromise quality measurement accuracy while gaining robustness to variation in distortion conditions. In this paper, we propose to improve the accuracy-robustness tradeoff by judiciously combining generic and degradation specific measures to form a composite quality measure.
Our experiments are carried out with the LIVE image database [4] where reference images are corrupted by five different distortion classes -JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, additive (white) noise, Gaussian blurring, and bit errors as simulated in a wireless fast fading environment. We employ machine learning methods to sift out the most salient features from a pool of 27 candidate features. Feature selection is performed for each of the five distortion classes described above. The selected features are linearly combined to form a composite measure that is optimal for a given distortion class. In order to devise robust (and generic) estimators of image quality, we propose a novel degradation-classification assisted image quality measurement paradigm. A degradation-type classifier is designed to detect which of the five degradation classes the test image belongs to. Once a degradation class is specified, one of the five composite measures is used. We show that improved robustness and improved quality estimation performance are attained with the proposed scheme. As described in [6] , the LIVE image database used here has been subjectively scored using the non-categorial SS methodology. Subjects provide their perception of quality on a continuous linear scale which was divided into five equal regions marked with the MOS-scale adjectives described in Table I . Original images were also evaluated in the same experimental session as the impaired images. Thus, despite being an SS test, quality difference scores (i.e., DMOS) were also computed. Moreover, as suggested in [7] , in order to minimize the variation between individual quality scores, z-score transformation is used to normalize the scores. Variation in individual scores is caused by the fact that not all subjects use the full range of the continuous scale. After normalization, the quality scores are re-scaled to fill the range from 1 to 100 and the mean opinion score is obtained for each image.
As can be seen, subjective testing is reliable but is also very expensive and time consuming, making it unsuitable for frequent or rapid applications. As a consequence, current research focuses on devising objective measures that correlate well with subjective tests. Objective methods can be implemented by computer programs and can be used for real time quality measurement and control. Common objective image quality measurement methods are described next.
B. Objective AMeasurement AMethods
Objective quality measurement methods can be classified into three broad classes: full-, no-, and reduced-reference. Fullreference (FR) measurement, sometimes called double-ended measurement, depends on some form of distance or similarity metric between the original and the impaired images. Traditional FR measures include peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and mean squared error (MSE). Such measures, however, have been shown to correlate poorly with subjective quality scores [1] . A recent study, however, using the LIVE database has shown that PSNR is a useful measure for additive white noise distortions [8] . Other more complex FR measures that take into account models of the human visual system (HVS) have been shown to attain more accurate quality predictions; some such measures will be presented in Section 111-A.
No-reference (NR) measurement, on the other hand, is a more challenging problem as it only depends on the impaired image. Such methods are often called single-ended and distortions are detected and quantified using only the degraded image. Currently, NR image quality measurement is only feasible if prior knowledge of the image distortion process is available (e.g., JPEG compression [9] ). To facilitate NR measurement, partial information can be extracted from the original signal and sent as side information to the NR measurement algorithm; such method is termed reducedreference (RR). Examples of partial information obtained from the original signal include parameters describing natural image statistics [10] or parameters describing image blockiness [11] .
Objective measurement methods can be further classified as degradation specific or generic. Degradation specific measures have prior knowledge of the degradation process and are able to quantify such distortions. As examples, blocking artifacts are often quantified for JPEG image quality estimation; ringing and blurring artifacts are quantified for JPEG2000 quality estimation, and, as mentioned previously, PSNR can be used for quality estimation of additive noise-corrupt images. Generic measures, on the other hand, assume no prior knowledge of the degradation process and, at the cost of possibly lower estimation performance, are applicable to different degradation types. In this study, we propose to use machine learning tools to judiciously combine generic and degradation specific measures to form improved-performance composite quality measures that are more robust to different degradation conditions.
III. MACHINE LEARNING FOR FEATURE SELECTION AND DEGRADATION-TYPE CLASSIFICATION
In this section, a brief overview of the features used in this paper is given. Machine learning methods used for feature mining and degradation-type classification, as well as the proposed composite measures, are also introduced.
A. Feature Set
In this paper, a pool of 27 full-reference image quality metrics (features) are investigated. The features fall into six different categories based on information extracted from:
2) image correlation (IC), 3) edge stability (ES), 4) spectral distance (SD), 5) models of the human visual system (HVS), and 6) structural similarity (SS). Due to space constraints, we do not describe each feature in detail; in lieu, Table II lists references that describe each feature. The table also provides a brief description as well as symbols for each feature. It is important to emphasize that the performance of each individual feature has been studied previously either in [8] , [12] , or [13] . Here, more [12] [12] [12] [12], [14] [12], [15] [1L2], [1L5] [15] [12] [12] , [15] [12], [15] [12] [12] [ [6] [3]
reliable and robust image quality estimators are proposed by combining multiple features to form a composite metric. To this end, automatic feature selection is used to select the topseven features from the candidate feature pool. As a proof-ofconcept experiment, we design composite measures for each of the five distortion types available with the LIVE image database. Online, degradation-type classification is used to select the optimal composite measure to be used. Feature selection, composite measures, and degradation classification are described in the remainder of this section.
B. Automatic Feature Selection
We investigate the effectiveness of two statistical data mining algorithms, namely, classification and regression trees (CART) [16] and multivariate adaptive regression splines (MARS) [17] , and one classical feature selection algorithm -sequential forward selection (SFS). For CART and MARS, feature selection and estimator model optimization are performed jointly, thus the selected features maximize the correlation between estimated DMOS and subjective DMOS. The SFS algorithm, on the other hand, starts with the variable that is most correlated with subjective DMOS, and at each step adds a new variable that, together with the previous ones, most accurately predicts subjective DMOS via linear regression. A partial F-test is incorporated in the algorithm such that the variables chosen have small variance. The topseven selected features for JPEG and JPEG2000 compression, for each feature selection algorithm, are given in Table III. In addition, Table IV exhibits the top-selected features for additive white noise, Gaussian blur, and bit errors. As can be seen from Table III , for JPEG compression, all three algorithms select HVS-based features (HVS.3 and HVS.4) and structural similarity features (SS.1). The statistical analysis reported in [12] suggests that HVS.3 is in fact a "fundamental metric" for JPEG compression; other reported fundamental metrics include edge stability (ES.1 as selected by SFS) and spectral phase MSE (SD.3 as selected by CART). For JPEG2000 compression, all three algorithms selected the modified infinity norm (PD.3) as one of the top-selected features. Moreover, of the three selection algorithms, two selected maximum difference (PD.6) and edge stability (ES.1) measures. All three algorithms selected a feature from the structural similarity class; while MARS and SFS selected the structural similarity index (SS.1), CART selected the universal quality index (SS.2). Edge stability and HVS-modified MSE (HVS.3 as selected by CART and MARS) were shown in [12] to be fundamental metrics for the SPIHT image compression algorithm, a similar wavelet-based coding paradigm to JPEG2000.
From Table IV , it can be seen that for additive white noise, all three algorithms select PSNR (PD.2), LI-norm distortion (PD.5), and the Pratt measure (ES.2). Interestingly, the results reported in [12] suggest that MSE is the only fundamental metric for additive noise distortions. As can be seen from the tables, MSE (PD. 1) is not selected by any of the three algorithms; in fact, feature PD.1 is not selected for any of the five distortion classes. For Gaussian blur distortions, the only feature selected by all three algorithms is the universal quality index (SS.2). Two of the three algorithms selected angle similarity (IC.4), gradient error (ES.3), and spectral magnitude-phase error (SD.3) as top features; the latter is also shown in [12] Tables III and IV As seen in Section III-B, different features are selected for different degradation types. As a consequence, degradation classification is needed such that an optimal composite measure is used. In this study, we employ radial basis function support vector classifiers (SVC), trained offline, for degradation-type classification [18] . feature subsets are selected for five different distortion classes and composite measures are designed for each class. Machine learning tools are used to detect, online, which degradationspecific composite measure to use. The proposed quality measurement method attains improved performance and is shown to be more robust against different degradation conditions.
